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FEDERATION FOCUS

S

top
the
Presses!!
Coming October 1 First Day of Sale Ceremony for the Cherry Orchards
stamp! By the time you read
this, it will be too late to attend
the
event
but we
hope to
have
photos
for you
in the
next issue.
The stamp design was taken from an aerial photo above
the cherry orchards of Brussels, Wisconsin. It is part of a
15-stamp
sheet
called
EarthScapes.
Brussels is a small rural
community in southern Door
County. Its people are a very
proud group and the event has
fallen into place nicely considering that working with the
Brussels Postmaster only started on September 17.
The WFSC will have a
presence at the event and will
service covers with a cachet
designed by Karen Weigt.

Newsletter Date

See illustration below- or for
color - go to the WFSC website. These covers are available for $3 each with SASE by
mail from Maurice Wozniak,
1010 Berlin St., Waupaca, WI
54981. Make checks payable
to the WFSC.
Executive Board Meeting: The WFSC Board will
meet at TOSAPEX on Saturday,
October 27, 2012, at 10 am.
Interested parties are invited to
attend as guests. Among discussion items will be planning
for WISCOPEX 2013.
Hall of Fame: The September issue of ATFP contained a call for nominations
for the 2013 Wisconsin Philatelic Hall of Fame. Nominations and their seconds are due
by December 31, 2012.
WFSC Dues Notices: If
the person in your club designated to receive your annual
dues notice is new this year,
please notify the WFSC Treasurer of their name and address
so your 2013 dues notice can
be sent correctly. Dues notices are sent around December
1st. Mail to: Allen E. Vick,

Treasurer, 2090 River Estate
Lane, Stoughton, WI 53589,
Norskelodge@aol.com.
Christmas Ads: To have
your club’s name added to the
WFSC Christmas greetings
page, send $10 for your listing
to Dave Carney, Ad Manager,
P.O. Box 55, Kimberly, WI
54136, by November 10, 2012.
National Stamp Collecting Month: October is National
Stamp
Collecting
Month. There is no better time
to introduce the hobby to kids.
To help you get started, download the 20-page Topical Tidbits booklet available free on
the American Topical Association’s website. Combine that
with selected topical album
pages that reflect the interests
of the child (also free on the
web site) and add in a packet
of colorful stamps and some
hinges. It couldn’t be easier!
Add a dash of quality, uninterrupted time for you to share
the hobby. And who knows?
You might make a new collector. Plan to pass the stamp
collecting torch to a new generation.
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CALL FOR MATERIALS
You input into Across the Fence Post is not
only important on a regular basis, but is
also urgently needed. Please consider
writing a letter to the editor, a feature, or
even a caption for your favorite cover or
philatelic item. We can help turn your
item into a published piece.
Please send submissions to:
Editor Aimee Devine
(spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net) or to
2111 E. Luther Rd., Janesville, WI 53545.

Thank you!
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CLUBS ARE TRUMP
By Maurice D. Wozniak

I

n a newsletter of the Green Bay Philatelic Society this year, club Secretary
Ray Perry repeated two questions that
came up during a discussion at a meeting.
“I thought this was kind of neat,” Perry
wrote, “in that it gave folks a chance to learn
something about the hobby, and it gave others
a chance to share their knowledge.”
The give and take among members at a
stamp club meeting is certainly an important
part of a meeting, and Perry’s observation
caused me to ruminate on the value of a meeting in the first place.
Primarily, I think, a club’s purpose must
be to promote the hobby of stamp collecting,
within the membership as well as to the general public, and meetings should advance this
cause. The group can accomplish more than
individuals, and meetings provide a formal
mechanism to suggest and work on projects
to this end – a club’s stamp show, for example, or sales of a cacheted cover to help promote a community event.
Meetings help foster socialization of
members, of course. A regular gathering of
like-minded people provides an opportunity
to advance acquaintances and even friendships. Without a regular meeting, the pompous loudmouth and the meek introvert might
never know each other, and their interactions
might never be shared.

asked if Scott Catalogue numbers change.
Yes they do, someone else replied; the changes are listed in the next edition of the catalogue. Another question concerned the number of stamps that should be collected in a
plate block. The answer to that is complicated
and takes into consideration the location of
the plate number as part of the pane of
stamps, the number of cylinder numbers
printed in the selvage, and the number of
different designs printed in modern multidesign stamp panes.
Sharing of knowledge, information and
service is an important function for a meeting.
At a meeting of the Central Wisconsin
Stamp Club, Stevens Point (of which I am a
member), one member offered to buy the
uncut press sheets currently being offered by
the United States Postal Service and then
provide members with pieces cut from the
sheets – individual panes or gutter pairs, for
instance – at cost.
One other example: At a meeting of the
Northwoods Philatelic Society, Iron Mountain, Mich., a member passed out an article on
dealing with mold in stamp collections.
Finally, meetings help to keep the club in
operation. That’s when members elect officers, suggest and plan projects, and approve
expenditures. This so-called “business” is an
important part of a meeting, but it’s only a
part, and you should emphasize the other
components of a meeting even more.

Perry’s example highlights this value of a
meeting. At the meeting, he said, someone

Program Ideas
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Badger Stamp Club, Madison, has distributed a schedule of programs extending to
mid-2013. It included presentations of German Colonies, a dealer’s perspective on shopping for covers, and (perhaps the highlight)
Plate Number Collecting by Wallace Cleland
on April 6, 2013.
A program on Pictorial Postmarks, including the history of cancellations, was given at
a meeting of the Milwaukee Philatelic
Society.
With all the attention on the summer
Olympics, American Topical Association
Chapter 5, scheduled a member-participation
program with philatelic items related to various aspects of the topic.
What Others Are Doing
Badger Stamp Club, Madison, reelected its officers: Chuck Shoemaker, president (after a year of serving as appointed
president to fill a vacated slot); Bert Hart,
vice president; Karen Weigt, secretary; Curt
Shawkey, treasurer; and Bob Voss, board
member.
Badger Stamp Club has settled on April
14, 2013, for the next Danepex show.
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club, Stevens
Point, donated a book, L. N. William’s Fundamentals of Philately, to the local library in
honor of long-time member Frank Boushley,
who recently died.
Information for Clubs Are Trump is
gathered from club newsletters. Please send
them to Maurice D. Wozniak, 1010 Berlin St.,
Waupaca WI 54981.

Across the Fence Post is the official publication of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs, Inc., a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. WFSC also is a life member of the APS (since 1953). For
more information about WFSC, please visit the website,
www.wfscstamps.org.
ATFP is published monthly September through April, and
every other month May through August (10 issues per year).
News of Wisconsin collectors, club news and other gratis original
philatelic features are welcomed. The editor accepts submissions
in any format, but prefers email if possible. The editor reserves
the right to make editorial changes to submitted copy.
Material appearing in ATFP not carrying an individual copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations, provided the author(s) and ATFP receive credit or attribution. All materials carrying an individual copyright notice are the
sole property of the author(s).
Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction with
official WFSC business, opinions expressed by the editor or
individual authors are not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC.
Submission deadlines for editorial and advertising materials
are the 1st of the month preceding month of publication (i.e. Jan.
1st for Feb. issue).
Show calendar information and editorial matter and listings,
should be sent to: Aimee Devine, Editor ATFP, 2111 E. Luther
Road, Janesville, WI 53545. Phone: 608-758-1354
(spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net).
Advertising material and payment should be sent to Dave
Carney, Advertising Manager, ATFP, P.O. Box 55, Kimberly, WI
54136-0055. Phone: 920-687-9077 (dcarney @new.rr.com).
For a complete list of advertising rates and policies (display, classified, and listings), request a copy from the advertising manager.
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COVER CONCEPTS

To Blazes With Philately
By John Pare

F

ire Prevention week is October 7th - 13th, 2012. Two
stamps in the Transportation Issue of 1981-95 picture
fire-fighting equipment - the Fire Pumper (#1908) and
the Fire Engine (#2264).
The cover below in Figure 1 looks like an ordinary First
Day Cover of #1908 graced with an Artmaster cachet. Closer

Figure 2

cover. FDC collectors hold varying opinions on the wisdom
of collecting covers with Add-On cachets.

Figure 1

examination reveals the numeral “3” at the bottom of the left
hand stamp. Starting in 1981, the plate number on coil stamps
was placed in the design area of the stamp instead of in the
selvage area that ended up as waste when strips were cut.
Plate Number Coils (PNCs) are usually collected in mint strips
of 3 or 5 or as used singles but they are also found on covers.
Finding them is a challenge!
The First Day Cover of #2264 shown in Figure 2 looks
very common but has an add-on cachet. The maker added the
cachet to the cover at a later date sometime after the stamp
was issued. In this case, the preparer, Webcraft, documented
the date that the add-on was applied to the back flap of the

Figure 3

The Fire Pumper Coil was issued on December 10, 1981,
in Alexandria, Virginia. Figure 3 shows a December 10,
1981, Philadelphia, PA postmark. This cover is called an unofficial first day cover insofar as it was cancelled in a city
other than the designated first day city. Note: The words
“First Day of Issue” are missing from the cancel. And how did
it get cancelled in Philadelphia? We can only speculate. The
likelihood is that someone bought the stamps in Alexandria
and transported them to Philadelphia so they could capture the
postmark of that city in order to commemorate that city’s National Fire House and Museum.

The Waterbury Bridgeport Fireman

T
Interested in Fire Philately?
Contact Edward Flory, 149 Sopher St.,
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301-2209,
Email: etflory@ptd.net for information on
joining the ATA’s Fire Service In Philately study unit. Their quarterly publication,
Fire Stamp News is $15.00.
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he cancels seen here were inspired by the Bridgeport Fireman’s Parade that marched through Waterbury, Connecticut.
These are known as “fancy”
cancels, which are postal cancellations that carry an artistic
design. They were made from
a cork bottle stopper that was
dipped in ink. The Waterbury
post office is very famous for
their cancels– they issued new
ones for every holiday and
special occasions. These cancels are highly collectable.
There are only sixteen known covers of the fireman cancel. The stamp above sold at a Robert A. Siegel auction
for $4,250.00 in 2007.
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Fire Philately “Sparks” A Collecting Interest
By MaryAnn Bowman

C

ollecting fire philately is
rather unusual for one of
the female sex.
Many
who collect fire-related
material can attribute their interest to
memories of chasing fire engines as
a kid, or because they made firefighting a career or became a volunteer firefighter. They were fire
buffs, and their interest extended
into one of their other hobbies stamp collecting.
I’m not sure how I first became
interested in fire philately, but my
collecting interest today is done as a
tribute to my grandfathers, both of
whom served in volunteer capacities
for their local fire departments.
Wouldn’t they be surprised to learn
of the many technological advances
and to see today’s modern firefighting equipment!

Research and reading about fire
philately has helped me to learn
about my stamps as well as to give
me ideas about the ways to collect
thematically. I strongly believe that
a sound foundation of literature related to a specific topical/thematic
collecting area can only enhance
one’s knowledge of the field. In the
event that one decides to organize

the material into an exhibit, these
books can serve as an excellent reference.
Fire philately can provide a collector with many areas to explore. Although I have a strong preference for
stamps and covers that show the
antique fire engines, collectors of
fire philately can find philatelic material to illustrate fire fighters at
work, equipment and tools used by
firefighters, as well as objects such
as boats, buildings, and forests on
fire.
A collection of
the useful aspects
of fire such as
keeping
warm
and cooking food
could also be
developed into a
thematic collection. The greatest
interest
among fire topicalists, however, is
for the stamps and covers about controlling fire to keep it from being
destructive.
To
show
your
philatelic
knowledge, consider that stamps can
be collected in many formats: plate
blocks, coils, and booklets. Look
for first day covers, pictorial cancels, and meter
slogans.
Advertising
covers
and
post cards depicting
fire-

related themes are another collecting
area for the specialist.
The cinderella collector will also
find a fertile field
of fire material as
many fire prevention labels still
can be easily
found and many
are quite inexpensive.
Some fire collectors try to specialize in one particular fire-related stamp, in essence
making a mini-topical within a larger field. For example, the United
States Smokey Bear stamp issued in
1984, or the Fire Pumper stamps,
could make interesting collections in
themselves.
One classic (and expensive) item
that fire philatelists eventually strive
to obtain is the famous Waterbury
(CT) Bridgeport Fireman cancellation, preferably on cover or piece.
There are, however, plenty of inexpensive fire-related stamps for the
fire buff to track down.
Fire Prevention Week is celebrated
in October - a good time to start
your own fire-related collection.
(This article originally appeared in the September 1995 issue of ATFP.)

The stamps at the left are from the German Democratic Republic. The top cover is
from New Zealand and shows a slogan cancel. The bottom cover is from a fire insurance company in Hartford, Connecticut.
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“Light A Fire Under Your Collecting Interest”

The easiest
way to start
a collection
is with a
stamp.

The missing
perforation
between the
stamps
makes this
an interesting item to
add to a
collection.

The charming woodland scene on this first day
cover was hand-painted by artist Chris Calle.

This block
of four
features a
nice example of a
perforation
shift error.

A first day cover combo with a
fire prevention stamp from
Switzerland ties in well with the
U.S. Smokey stamp.

This 1958 Forest Conservation stamp complements the Smokey cancel and cachet.

Suitable for framing, this presentation sheet is from the Postal
Commemorative Society.

Smokey can even be found on a
QSL CB radio card.

These Cinderella stamps are a fun
addition to a collection.
This cover from the Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife features a
Smokey meter cancel.
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A Smokey machine cancel states,
“Remember, only you can prevent
forest fires.”
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WISCONSIN CONNECTION

The Peshtigo Fire

T

he Peshtigo Fire ranks among the worst fires in the
history of the world. Over a thousand persons were
killed and property damage exceeded $5 million. It
was on the same date, October 8, 1871, that the Chicago
Fire broke out. Although more lives and property were lost
in the Wisconsin fire, news of the terrible disaster did not
reach the rest of the country as quickly. Thus the Peshtigo
Fire was never as well known.
From Wisconsin on Stamps

YES- Youth Exploring Stamps

The Great California Redwoods
By Sara Yahr, Age 15

T

he great California Redwoods.
These trees have been here for
centuries - strong, sturdy, ancient, and beautiful - just like the United
States of America.
Just like how the Redwoods have
been standing before the modern world
knew they even existed, America had
been around before it was “discovered”
by Columbus, or even the Vikings, like
some suppose.
No matter what happened to them,
the Redwoods kept standing like nothing
could affect them. America is just the
same. America has been through wars,
recessions, a depression, presidential
assassinations, and many other tragic
occurrences, but the country has risen
above the terrors and regained its
strength, so to speak. The United States

has always either gone back to its original form or gotten better, with its new
advancements or ideas - always being
strong and sturdy.
Like all things of nature, the great
California Redwoods are a thing of beauty, each unique, but so beautiful, they
could make one cry. To say the United
States of America is beautiful is an understatement. Ranging from lakes, rivers
and bays to deserts; mountains to canyons; highlands to lowlands; hot climates
to cold; America has so much natural
diversity that the very idea of America is
gorgeous. But there is so much more
beauty in America than that. While it is
manmade, the beauty is still breathtaking.
There is the Empire State Building, the
Louisiana Arch, the Millennium Bean in
Chicago, The Space Needle of Seattle,

the Golden Gate Bridge; all of these places embrace either the beautiful innovation or imagination of America.
Strange that one tree could give the
impression of America, but if one thinks
about it, then they can clearly see how
the United States of America can be represented with the California Redwoods.

READER RESPONSE
To the Editor:
ATFP for September has good variety and interesting things which sent me
to a catalog to learn more. Therein is an
interesting situation. Both Universal and
International used the "Air-Mail Saves
Time" cancellation. The one pictured in
ATFP is from an International machine.
If I understand the catalog, the date at
the bottom of the postmark is the distinguishing mark for Internationals. Robert
J. Payne's United States Promotional
Slogan Cancellations 1899-1940 does
not list any use of the International cancellations in Wisconsin. He does list the
Page 6

cancellation as being from a Universal
machine in use in Milwaukee, August
1926 into August 1928 and La Crosse
August 1926 into September1939. Universal postmarks have the state abbreviation at the bottom. With La Crosse and
Milwaukee cancels, there are eight varieties. Add in EKU and LKU. Add in different
franking and
destinations
(domestic or foreign) and there might be
an interesting collection which could be
as easy and small as you want or expanded into an exhibit. This is not my
field. I am trying to learn machine cancels in order to catalog some WWII
Across the Fence Post

material from the Japanese occupation of
Manila and looked in Payne for more of
the story on the Wisconsin connection of
the cancellation. If you have a contact in
the Wisconsin Postal History Society or
American Air Mail Society, an interesting article might emerge along with a
promo for WPHS as a member organization. Even a how-to on distinguishing
Universals and Internationals would be
great. Maurice Wozniak might have the
name of a contact person with both
knowledge and writing skill.
Jim Byrne
October 2012

2012 WFSC Show Schedule*
*Some dates and details may be subject to change, and there will likely be additional listings.
List your show, bourse, auction or other event here!
Across the Fence Post Ad Rates

Other Major

October 6th
WaUSApex ’12

Non-WFSC Shows In or Near
Wisconsin

TYPE

SIZE

COMMERCIAL

CLUB

RATE

RATE

$42.00

$33.75

$26.25

$21.00

Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Society

October 6th-7th

Wausau Labor Temple, Stewart & 3rd Aves.
Wausau, WI, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Contact: WVPS, P.O. Box 71,
Wausau, WI 54402,
dcarney1@new.rr.com

October 13th

A

MSDA Fall Stamp Show
Midwest Stamp Dealers Association
600 Milwaukee Ave. Prospect Heights, IL

Monroe Moose Lodge, 639 3rd Ave.,

Roseville, MN

November 16th-18th
CHICAGOPEX ’12

4 3/4” x 6”

$20.50

$16.50

D

Medium (1/4 page)

4 3/4” x

$14.75

$11.75

$7.50

$6.00

E

1/8 Page

2 1/4” x

F

Econo

2 1/4” X 2 3/4”

$3.75

$3.00

G

Reduced Business
Card

2 1/4” X 1 1/4”

$2.75

$2.25

H

Back Page

7 1/4” X 9 1/2”

$57.75

N/A

Chicago Philatelic Society
Westin Chicago Northwest Hotel
400 Park Blvd., Itasca, IL

November 23rd-24th
SUPEX ’12
Suburban Collector’s Club of Chicago
International Engineers Union Hall
6200 Joliet Road, Countryside-LaGrange, IL

December 1st-2nd
FROSTEEPEX ’12
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall

Revised January 2006. Please make checks payable to W.F.S.C.

MEMBERS ONLY FREE CLASSIFIED AD
Maximum free ad 25 words twice a year. Must be WFSC member club, member-at-large (MAL), or individual belonging to a WFSC member club. Each abbreviated word counts as one word (MNH = 3 words) (U.S. = 2 words), and twoword cities = 2 words. Include club name, MAL status, or name of club in which
you hold membership: not included in 25-word count. Deadline 1st of month
preceding month of issue. Send to: Dave Carney, Ad Mgr., ATFP, P.O. Box 55,
Kimberly, WI 54136-0055, dcarney @new.rr.com.

1435 South 92nd St., West Allis, WI

December 8th-9th

OSHKOSH STAMP BOURSE

MSDA Winter Stamp Show

Oshkosh Philatelic Society

Midwest Stamp Dealers Association

Elk’s Club, 175 Fernau Ave., Oshkosh, WI
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Large (1/4 page)

3 3/4”

Monroe, WI 9 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.

November 10th

C

3 3/4”

Maplewood Stamp Club

TOSAPEX ’12
Wauwatosa Philatelic Society
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 South 92nd St., West Allis, WI
Sat. 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. , Sun. 10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Contact: Carol Schutta, 6814 Southview Cir.
West Bend, WI 53090 (414)464-6994
harryncarolschutta@gmail.com

7 1/4” x

October 20th-21st

Roseville Ice Arena, 2000 Civic Center Drive,

October 27th-28th

Half Page

4 3/4”

Monroe Stamp & Postcard Club

CENWISPEX 2012
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club
Holiday Inn Stevens Point,
1001 Amber Ave., Stevens Point, WI
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Contact: J.D. Manville, (715)341-5555
Email: jadeco@charter.net

B

Comfort Inn (formerly Wingate)

METROPEX ’12

October 20th

7 1/4” x
9 1/2”

MONROE STAMP, POSTCARD, & COIN
SHOW

Contact: Earl Button, 1214 Second St.,
Monroe, WI 53566 (608)328-2827
ebutton@tds.net

Full Page

Lindner Conference Center
610 E. Butterfield Road, Lombard, IL

Contact: Dave Carney (920)687-9077
dcarney1@new.rr.com

Free Ad Eligibility (Club/MAL/Membership: __________________________

Please use

WANTED:

__________________________________________________________

stamps

ANY STAMP AND COVER
COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS

whenever
possible on

BILL ROBINSON
Stampbuyer-Wisconsin.com

all your

920-499-6886
1/13

mail!

A stamp collector walks into a bar and tells the barmaid,
“Honey, you look better than any stamp in my collection.
The barmaid replies, “Philately will get you nowhere.”
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